Honey Haven in the Forest
Apiary Nursery
Stock # Variety

Type

1
2

Early Blue Ribbon
Dixie Red

Hyb/ I
Hyb/ I

3

Big Beef

Hyb/I

Days Tomato Description - Price $6.00 includes tax. CASH on delivery
55
70
73

4

Country Taste

Hyb/I

5

Tribute

Hyb/D

6

Buffalosteak

Hyb/I

70
74

72
7

Giant Belgium

Hyb/I

8

Mountain Fresh Plus

Hyb/D

9

Experimental SV7846TH

Hyb/I

10

Park's Whopper

Hyb/I

11

Chef's Choice Red

Hyb/I

12

Incas

Hyb/D

13

Martino's Roma

Heir/D

86
79
74
65
82
69
75

Earlier & bigger than Early Girl. 6-8 oz deep red fruit.
Heat-tolerant variety. Large, 10-oz. fruits are uniform, smooth, round and bright red, with a tart
flavor that’s perfect for slicing, salads or canning.
Best combination of old-fashioned tomato flavor, modern-day growth habit and cutting-edge disease
resistance. Uniform, large, globe-shaped fruits average 10- 12 ounces, with smooth texture and firm
flesh. Superb disease resistance and tidy growth habit.
The true tomato flavor of an heirloom with the controlled growth and disease resistance of a hybrid.
Big, one lb. fruits are smooth, round and ribbed with excellent shelf life.
High-yielding vigorous plants produce huge crops of dark red, flavorful, large, 8 to 10-oz. fruits with a
smooth round shape.
A recent European bred version of the old ‘Beefsteak’ featuring huge, 12 to 18-oz., slightly ribbed
fruits that are deep red with the classic beefsteak shape. Old-fashioned tomato flavor from meaty,
thick-fleshed fruits that have very few seeds. Productive, prolonged harvests from highly diseaseresistant plants.
Fruits average two lbs. Sweet flavor is so intense that some gardeners actually use it for making
wine! Meaty, dark reddish-pink fruits have smooth blossom ends.
Uniform ripening, good color, crack resistance, improved flavor and huge fruit size (over 3 1/2-in.
across and weighing 8-10 oz.). Sweet yet tangy flavor.
High yields of bright red, perfectly round, 6 to 8-oz. fruits with old-timey flavor and high yields.
Yields 12-oz. fruits five days earlier than the original, with large, 4-inch, full-flavored, uniform fruits
with improved disease resistance for better yields.
An unusually good balance of sweet yet tangy taste to yield that fabulous, old-fashioned tomato
flavor! Round, smooth, 6 to 7-in., 8-oz., firm fruits
Early red paste type. Bright red, 3-oz., meaty, plum-shaped, thin-skinned fruits that are perfect for
peeling. Ideal for pastes, sauces or canning.
Fantastic yields of richly flavorful plum-shaped tomatoes, on compact plants that require very little
staking! Resistant to early blight. The paste-type fruit weighs in at 2-3 ounces, dry-fleshed and very
meaty with few seeds. Great for sauces, salsas and pastes.
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14
15

Amish Paste
San Marzano Lungo #2

Heir/I

80

Heir/I
75

16

La Roma III

Hyb/D

17

Vintage Wine

Heir/I

76

70
18

Carbon

True Black Brandywine

Heir/I
80

20

Black Beauty

21

Chef's Choice Black

Hyb/I

22

Purple Boy

Hyb/I

75
80

Dad's Sunset

Dr. Wyche's Yellow

A dark, meaty, very rich-fleshed tomato with extreme anthocyanin expression (same antioxidant in
blueberries and blackberries). So dark that some tomatoes turn solid blue-black on the skin. Deep red
flesh is among the best tasting of all tomatoes. Rich, smooth and savory with earthy tones. Hangs
well on the vine and stores very well, and the flavor improves with room-temperature storage.
Rich, 8 to 10-oz. fruits of blackish dark-red become the newest member of the trendy ‘black tomato’
craze. Refreshing touch of saltiness.
Deep violet, even darker than heirloom favorite ‘Cherokee Purple’, but with a great hybrid disease
package and an intense rich flavor possessed only by the grand heirlooms. Flavor is strongly tangy
and juicy.

Heir/I
75

24

The fruit is smooth, large, and beautiful, being one of the darkest and prettiest of the purple types.
They seem to have an extra dose of the complex flavor that makes dark tomatoes famous.
Great-tasting tomato that is extra large in size and full of the deep, earthy and sweet flavor that has
made blackish-purple tomatoes so popular. Yield is heavy on vigorous, potato leaf plants. Superior for
salsa and cooking.

Heir/I
90

23

Beauty and subtle sweet flavor marry perfectly to make Vintage Wine tomato. The large fruit is an
elegant pastel pink with gold striping on the skin. A perfect blend of gourmet flavor and good keeping
quality makes this potato leaf variety a top for home gardeners and market farmers alike!

Heir/I
90

19

Giant, blocky, Roma type tomatoes have delicious red flesh that is perfect for paste and canning
This is a newer selection of this famous Italian cooking tomato. Long, cylindrical fruit is filled with
thick, dry flesh and few seeds. This heavy producing variety is a standard for many Italian farmers and
chefs.
The hybrid of Italian classic Roma, with better uniformity and vigor. High yields of 5 to 8-oz., bright
red fruits. Superb disease resistance. Ideal for pastes and sauces.

Heir/I
80

The perfect orange tomato! Large 10-oz. fruit is very smooth, uniform, and a beautiful, glowing
orange in color. It keeps very well. The favorite of all the tomatoes I grew last year.
The 1-lb fruit is solid and smooth; the color is a glowing tangerine-orange that always stands out in
the kitchen or on the vine. One of the best heirloom orange types for market, with its smooth texture
and tropical, sweet taste. Heavy yields.
Contact: claudia.km65@gmail.com
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25

Pinapple

Heir/I
80

26
27

Orange Strawberry
Chef's Choice Orange

Heir/I
Hyb/I

80
75

28
29

Tumbling Tom Yellow Cherry Hyb/D
Chocolate Cherry

70

Hyb/I
70

Very large, up to 2 lbs each. The yellow fruit has red marbling through the flesh and is one of the
most beautiful tomatoes we sell. The flavor is very sweet and fruity; good yields!
An intensely colored orange, oxheart fruit up tp 10oz. Meaty and almost seedless.
Bright, glowing orange skin on big, beefsteak-size, 5 to 6-in., 9 to 1oz. fruits with old-timey flavor!
Chefs will love its neon orange color, which is retained whether sliced into salads or cooked into
sauces. Vigorous, prolific plants, tomatoes are crack-free.
Perfect for container. Only 24" high. Heavy yeild of 1-2" fruit.
Unusually colored, deep wine-red fruits boast a complex flavor profile in 1-in. round cherries. Plant
produces trusses of 8 fruits that don’t crack and can be harvested early and allowed to ripen inside
without sacrificing quality.

Heir = Heirloom variety is at least 50 years old or more
Hyb = Hybrid are newer varieties
I = Indeterminate growth which is tall and vining. These tomatoes need support & will benefit from pruning late July to stop growth
and ripen more fruit.
D=
Determinate growth or bush style plant. These stay more compact and fruit over a 3-4 week period. Good for small gardens and
containers.

Days Peppers : Small plants $3.00

Variety
41 King of the North

42 Early Sensation

43 Goliath Griller

44 Zulu

Sweet

68 Open-pollinated variety for the cooler temperatures and shorter seasons of Northern climates. Thickwalled, blocky, huge, 6 in. by 4 in. fruits mature from deep green to bright red and are great for
stuffing.
Sweet
69
Earliest of the golden-yellow bells, featuring very large, 4 1/2 in. by 4-in., blocky, thick-walled fruits
with superb sweetness. Maturing from green to gold, fruits are perfect for stuffing.
Mild heat
70 The perfect amount of heat for a hot pepper! Mild enough to eat raw if you want just a bit of heat,
but robust enough to be the ideal variety to roast or grill. Smooth fruits measure about 1½-in. wide
by 5 to 7-in. long and mature green to dark red.
Sweet Heirloom
Eggplant black’ colored bell pepper is crisp with thin flesh. It has an amazing piquant aftertaste of
spicy zip minus the nip of a hot peppe. Zulu pepper would be a great addition to salsa and salads. A
beautiful pepper from Poland.
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45 Chinese Giant

Sweet

46 Mosquetero

Med Heat

47 Anaheim

Med Heat

49 Brown Jalapeno

Med Heat

50 Craig's Grande Jalapeno

Hot

51 Serrano Chili

HOT HOT

53 Habanero

HOT HOT
HOT

90 Chinese heirloom with huge, 6 in. by 4 1/2 in., thick-walled, tapered fruits that ripen from green to
bright red. Sturdy, compact plants.
85 Ancho or poblano type is extra-large (6 in. by 3 in.) and performs well even under cool conditions.
Prolific production from big healthy plants of smooth, dark green, glossy, two-lobed fruits that taper
slightly to a flat point. Medium heat measuring only 250 to 1,500 Scoville units. Ideal for stuffing into
chiles rellenos or for frying.
Heirloom
This mammoth roasting pepper originated from a line of chili peppers developed in the 1910s in New
Mexico. This more mild version between 500-2,500 Scovilles units and is delectable for frying and
roasting. Productive plants covered in large pods.
Heirloom
Wildly productive plants are smothered in leviathan-sized chocolate colored pods. These smoky and
flavorful peppers average 4-6 inches and length, ideal for stuffing and roasting. High yields, fabulous
sweet flavor and vigorous growth habit.
Heirloom
A big, fat jalapeño that is perfect for making lots of salsa. Perfect for anyone who loves jalapeños. It
has thick, flavorful, hot flesh.
85 Quite hot – readily warms up sauces, salsas, pickles and hot pepper vinegar. Medium-walled, slim,
club-shaped, 2-in. by 1/2-in. fruits mature green to red on 30-in. plants.
Traditional orange hot pepper.
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